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:stigated in dt>tail, :;hould be giwn by the change ill melting point of 
'ethylene with pressw-e8 and with dilution.1o 

Tith pentane (Fig. 6), the critical locus can be followed down to the 
!r critical end point (LOEP), or the lmyer critical solution temperature 
:ST) on the yapor pressw-e cun'e, where t,,·o liquid phases and a gas 
se coexist. 3 This point lies at 91 °0. at a pressure indistinguishable from 
yapor pressure of the pure soh'ent by the present method of measure
at. Freeman and Rowlinson3 did not att.ain complete miscibility in 
. sy -tem polyethylene-1lrpentane, probably because they operated with 
iar polyethylene where the crystallization boundary was shifted to 
her temperatw-es, intersecting the critical locus above the LOEP. . 
;t is clear that a LOEP of high molecular weight polyethylene exists only 
; n-alkanes with fh'e carbons and greater because of an increase in the 
:EP ,,-jth size of the solyent molecule and because of the increase in 
tlting point of the polymer with pressure. , 

DISCUSSION 

All systems reported are characterized by a large free volume and by 
~g(' density differences between the components. There also should be a 
gati"e yolume change of mi.-xing ~ r along a critical locus of the type 
:scribed. Eyery point on thi ' 10Cll::', dt'lloted by subscript c, may be con
krt'd a:-:i LeST ,,-jth (dPj dT)c > 0 or a" reST ,,-jth (dP/dT)c < O. 
ertain inequalities lllyohing the :"t'cond d('ri,"atiws with respect to 
Imposition of the thermod~-llaD1ic mi:\ing [undions must be satisfied 
.ong the locus and, if there are no poiut , of illflt'ctioll, one has at an LOST 
H < 0, D.S < 0 and at an rOST ~H > 0, ~s > 0. 4 These latter con
itions haye been yerified near an LOST in st>yeral cases.",J2 In addition, 
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p / dT)C is giyen by 

here X2 refers to the mole fraction of solute. 
Clearly, all lattice treatments of polymer solutions seem here less satis

ying physically than under ordinary conditions and violate one or more of 
he inequalities which must be met along the critical locus, particularly 
"'here (dP jdT)c > O. One objection to the use of the results obtained 
~om lattice treatments is remowd, when it is realized that expressions 
ior the free energy of mixing formally identical to that of the Flory

uggins equation have been obtained by considerations not requiring the 
lattice assumption. J3,u In order to allow for negative, as well as positive, 
eats of mixing the Flory-Huggins int(>raction parameter x must be con

sidered as a free energy,'l as indeed required by the more general lattice . 
treatmentsJS and by the theory of Longuet-Huggins. 13 Pattersonll has 
~uggest(>d further that x, although no longer a heat term, may still be 
identified ,\-jth Hildebrand':; solubility parameter term, which then becomes 


